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Profile PDS-ZMG - black

Price 10.85 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 4 days

Number 2406

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

The product you have selected contains only - aluminum profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories
tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting aluminum profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information.
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Hides the light source - the brightest, contrasting element of the lighting fixture
Illuminates the interior in an extremely sophisticated and atmospheric manner while maintaining the parameters and
functionality of standard lighting fixtures
Narrow light angle
The recessed cover minimalize the gleaming effect
Allows the use of more efficient, transparent covers without compromising the aesthetics of the lighting fixture (LED
points remain invisible)

Application 

- for use in interior architecture
- for creating linear lighting fixtures, continuous light arrangements
- for backlighting components where the light source is to remain hidden

Assembly 

- mounted to the surface with appropriate mounting adhesives, mounting springs and screws
- suspended with the UCHO-ZM fastener or the PUSZ system

Additional information 

The advantages of the lighting fixture can best be observed with the black finish of the profile walls. We recommend the
anodized black satin finish. The fixture minimizes glare without causing discomfort. The source of light is concealed in the PDS-
ZMG profile which makes larger interiors with a large number of lighting fixtures more comfortable, as your eyes are not
exposed to the brightest part of the fixture.

It can be equipped with transparent or frosted covers We recommend use in the kitchen under cupboards, especially in open
kitchenettes; wherever you can see the lighting fixture from a sitting or lying position or from a child’s height. The fixture can
be equipped with transparent or frosted covers.

- space for LED strip: 14.4 mm
 

PDS-ZMG profile

Cover Lighting angle approx UGR depending
on the used LED strip

LIGER 80° from 12,4 to 16,5

HS - frosted 70° from 12 to 15,9

HS - transparent 50° from 2,7 to 7,2

UGR < 19 when looking across to the axis of the lighting fixture
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